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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

October 5th 2020 to October 11th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
 

10-05-2020 Suspicious Vehicle 400 Block of Westview Ave  We received a call regarding a suspicious 

              vehicle in the area.  It turned out to be 

          workers in the area. 

 

10-05-2020 Assist Citizen  Jackson Blvd & Belle Meade Blvd  We assisted a broke down motorist by  

          directing traffic until the tow truck arrived 

           

10-05-2020 Officer Investigation 400 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We took 2 theft reports at the same site 

          but 2 different victims.  Someone stole 

          some of their equipment. 

 

10-05-2020 Assist Citizen  Tyne Blvd & Belle Meade Blvd  We stood by with a broke down motorist 

          until a tow truck arrived.  

 

10-05-2020 Assist Citizen  4700 Block of Harding Rd   We hosted a Cub Scout troop and their  

          parents by giving them a tour of the police 

          station and showing them a police car. 

 

10-05-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle 

          but was unable to locate the vehicle. 

 

10-05-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle. 

          We were able to stop the vehicle in the  

          5000 block of Harding Rd. and discovered 

          that the owner of the vehicle was driving. 

 

10-06-2020 Officer Investigation 300 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We took a theft report of a stolen political 

          sign. 

 

10-06-2020 Assist Citizen  4700 Block of Harding Rd   We checked on a metal grate that someone 

          thought had moved away from the hole 

          in the road it was covering. 

 

10-06-2020 Traffic Stop  Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We arrested a driver for DUI.  He was  

          transported to booking. 

 

10-06-2020 Assisted Citizen  200 Block of Jackson Blvd  We responded to a possible carbon 

          monoxide leak with the Nashville 

          Fire Department.  It turned out to be a 

          false call. 

 

10-07-2020 Assist Citizen  Harding Rd & Davidson Rd  We stood by with a disabled motorist 

          and was relieved by the night shift. 

 

10-07-2020 Assist Citizen  Belle Meade Blvd & Tyne Blvd  We gave a homeless subject a ride to  

          Elmington Park. 

 



 

 

10-07-2020 Safety Hazard  5400 Block of Harding Rd   Officer checked on a report of a trash can 

in the road.  On his arrival it was gone. 

 

10-08-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Jackson Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle 

          but was unable to locate the vehicle. 

 

10-08-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag 

          but was unable to locate the vehicle it  

          was on. 

 

10-08-2020 LPR/Missing Person Harding Rd & Leake Ave   We received a LPR hit on a missing  

          suicidal subject.  His estranged wife 

          reported him missing.  We stopped  

          the vehicle near Harding Rd & Harding 

          Pl. when he was on his way home from  

          visiting his wife in the hospital.  He  

          advised that he would be sure to call  

          the police department to get it straightened  

          out and he assured us that he was not 

          suicidal. 

 

10-08-2020 Safety Hazard  Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a call about a trash can in the 

          road.  The officer was able to see the  

          trash can but someone got it out of the  

          road before I could get up to it. 

 

10-08-2020 Officer Investigation Walnut Dr    We got a report of a solicitor trying to sell 

          mulch but they were gone on our arrival. 

 

10-08-2020 Safety Hazard  Belle Meade Blvd & Harding Pl  We received a report of a vehicle sitting in a  

          lane of traffic on the boulevard between  

          Harding Pl & Jackson Blvd. but it was gone 

          upon our arrival. 

 

10-08-2020 Assist Citizen  5000 Block of Harding Rd   Officer observed a vehicle sitting on the side 

          of the road.  The driver was sick and had  

          pulled over.  He was transported to  

          Vanderbilt by ambulance.  His father and  

          girlfriend came to the scene to move the  

          vehicle. 

 

10-08-2020 Officer Investigation 200 Block of Evelyn Ave   A resident called and requested that we  

          check the area because their dogs were  

          barking.  This was the first time to use the  

          Noptic Thermal cameras.  There was  

          nothing there causing the dogs to bark. 

 

10-09-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag. 

          We were able to stop the vehicle and  

          after talking to the driver, it was  

          revealed that someone had stolen her 

          tag and replaced it with a stolen tag. 

          We seized the stolen tag on her vehicle 

          and she called Metro to report her tag 

          as stolen. 

 

10-09-2020 Assist Citizen  600 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  Officer was flagged down about a found 

          puppy.  The puppy’s owner was called to 

          the scene from the number on the collar. 

  



10-10-2020 Officer Investigation 3400 Block of Glen Eden   We responded to a 911 hang-up that was 

          forwarded to us from Metro dispatch. 

          The call taker heard a female on the   

          phone before they hung up.  The call  

          took place at a kid’s birthday party 

          so it was a false call.  

 

10-11-2020 Officer Investigation 200 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We responded to a 911 hang-up call that 

          was forwarded to us from Metro dispatch. 

          We spoke to the homeowner and she stated 

          they were having trouble with their phone 

          lines.  

 

10-11-2020 Safety Hazard  Bellevue Drive West   We moved a large branch from the road. 

 

10-11-2020 Assist Citizen  Harding Rd & Belle Meade Blvd  We responded to a call of a homeless  

          subject in a wheelchair.  The subject had 

          been released from the hospital and was 

          trying to get downtown.  We gave him  

          directions and he went on his way. 

           

 

 

 

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


